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ABSTRACT

The basic equations of quantum scattering are translated into the

Wigner representation. This puts quantum mechanics in the form of a stoch-

astic process in phase space. Instead of complex valued wave functions and

transition matrices, one now works with real valued probability distributions

and source functions--objects more responsive to physical intuition. Aside

from writing out certain necessary basic expressions, the main purpose of

this paper is to develop and stress the interpretive picture associated with

this representation and to derive results used in applications published

elsewhere. The quasi-classical guise assumed by the formalism lends itself

particularly to approximations of complex: multi-particle scattering problems.

We hope to be laying the foundation for a systematic application of statisti-

cal approximations to such problems. The form of the integral equation for

scattering as well as its multiple scattering expansion in this representa-

tion are derived. Since this formalism remains unchanged upon taking the

classical limit, these results also constitute a general treatment of classi-

cal multi-particle collisiun theory. Quantum corrections to classical pro-

pogators are briefly discussed. The basic approximation used in the Monte-

Carlo method is derived in a fashion which allows for future refinement and

which includes bound state production. The close connection which must exist

between inclusive production of a bound state and of its constituents is

brought out in an especially graphic way by this formalism. In particular

one can see how comparisons between such cross-sections yield direct physical

^_.



Insight into relevant production mechanisms. Finally, as a simple illustra-

tion of some of the formalir.n we treat scattering; by a bound two body system.

Simple expressions for single and double scattering contributions to total 	 a

and differential cross-sections as well as for sll nec,-ssary shadow correc-

tions thereto, are obtained. These are compared to prcv{ous results of

Glauber and Goldberger.

I
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I. INTRODUCTIONI
This paper developer thri ulumento of what may be called the Wigner

representation of quantum scattering. It i q well known that quantum mech-

anics can be formulated entirely in terms of density operators and, linear

.,,
operators (often called superoperatnra in this context) which act upon the

I^

^j dens ities. Cl ' Z ' 9j The Wigner representation of densities puts them in the

form of real functions of the coordinates and momenta of the system's part-

icles. In other words, density operator matrix ciament:s are functions

defined in the classical phase space of the system. 	 Schrou'inger's equa-

tion, correspondingly transformed, is a linear equation for the density's

time dependence. It looks like the equation governing a Markoffian

Stochastic process in phase space. The integral form of Schroedinger's

equation, the Lippmann-Schwinger equation in the usual Hilbert space repre-

sentation of the theory is transformed into an integral form of the equation

of continuity. The equation of continuity relates densities, currents and

sources. Thus, upon translation into the Wigner representation, the funda-

mental equations of quantum scattering appear in terms of these physically

graphic and transparent objects.

The main purpose of this paper is to develop and stress this pic-

ture and, in particu:.jar, to indicate how its graphic, intuitively appealing

nature may be explov ed 	 the formulation of approximations to complex

multi-particle scatte'ring problems.
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The formalism cnanmp,a:wn I-, W,	 ia',I,:	 ;i',	 ., 4 nuantun scattering.

In fact the Wigner represent.,:tion is c_ap+ W hill. conrtt•!,° Ad to ec. ovor amooth-
t

' l ly to the classical limit. 	 In taking thi:; twit none A the equation;; cl;ange

I their form nor do any of the symbols ;fl.n l ., ;r , 'n their change in intcrp: ,rta-

• tion or role.	 Schroedingcr'o equation pries olr(r Ii:w tl!c i,iouville equ:+tirin

and its integral fora olmilariy enerr;cs 30 the , ._.:s i z	 in +.rx • r 1 equat : n c+f

motion obtained here in iLs wcot general for,..'°`tr

r:	 s	 nI	 ir:	 thi , 	fo-ImaLi	 inim•Quantum mechanics	 s;;umu,. a c^a^aira..	 ,

- this lies	 the source of it,, intuiL•ive	 xxp,.	 L!vvot titel,es:;, since Ire have

,., here merely another representation of ord. I ;r,' gaant!rm r. ,v+, r I : , 111 of	 the

latter's wave and interference propertic; ruet h; ir{ddvn sTjthin.	 W(rat has

happened is	 that this trnarAsL'.'.on of grvrntrin nlcci!anits ueccr,sarily lives

•. birth to a non-classical stochastic pro.ess.	 Densitier, are not positivel_

definite and in addition exhibit ;.ung range 	 +ecillator,r bchavLrr--_just that

needed to produce interference. 	 1bus altbough tht+ total struewre, of the

formalism developed here and the varion:, roles played by It- •Aomeats (densi-

ties, sources, etc.)	 are isnm!erphix to clasai,' 7. Cheery,	 thl+ particular	 j

functions needed to represent those elr^m°::uts will differ con:;ic+ erably in some

respects from those of classical stochastic theory.

These qualitative remarks point to the cirrumstaaces in which it

may or may not be useful, to employ this r^presentation.	 Tho property being,

observed should not depend critically on hirh order interference efforts or 	 f

ORIGINAL PAGE IS
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concomitantly on the existence of certain Jong range order or correlations.

There also should be a significant advantage in being able to visualize the

process quasi-classicall ,r. By this we mesa that during the time in which

the reaction takes place, at least some of its main participants can be use-

fully pictured as having simultaneously defined positions and momenta while

moving along trajectories in classiral phase space.

	

Generally these properties occur in conjunction and typify systems 	
C

which have been difficult to treat by other methods. Thus one may hope tlt!c

the approximations engendered by this representation will be complimoatary to

those previously established.

An example satisfying these conditions occurs in medium and high

energy collisions between various projectiles and nuclei. Elastic scattering,

most of it diffractive, is treatable by the Glauber approximation, the multiple

scattering expansion, the optical model or, various combinations of these. This

is a highly coherent process depending critically on high order interference

effects. Inelastic scattering,, in which the target is left in one or possibly

a few well defined final states, may also be treated by such methods. This

leaves about half of the possible reactions unaccounted for--the non-elastic

collisions--in which many nuclear species may be produced in assorted multi-

plicities and momenta. Since these final. states are so complex, one generally

observes averages over them such as inclusive cross-sections and multiplici-

ties. This washes out most high order interference effects. Since this for-

malism is written directly in terms of the density matrix, such averaging

	

may be automatically done with utmost ease and. elegance. In contrast, when 	
I

calculating in the usual Hilbert space with pure final states, one must en-

umerate them, square and approximately sum over unobserved final states (e.g.
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using closure). Such procedures are finessed by this formalism. Finally,

perhaps the most important attribute this formalism bringo to such P. problem

is Its quasi-classical guise. These collisions involve mray particles, high

orders of multiple scattering, possibly collective motion, and large: (,)urev

and momentum transfer. It is vcr difficult to r,.e such phenomena in t.,rm&

of waves in multidimensional position or ir.inatun space. 1ha minds e7 i:,

irresistably drawn to hydrodynawic, thermodynamic rsr tran,3poi i. : iieory ty,)t'

pictures in which joint average distribution functions in pu.:,Ation and mom-

entum play a central role. In con;:rast to previous ad hoc application of

such concepts to such problems of ucattoring, they occur here as natural and

systematic approximation procedurec of ordinary quantum mechanics.

Another field which may be mentioned is chemical reactions. Here

again complexity is most often the rule, statistical averaging the natural

ally, the important steric properties of the compounds is easily represent-

able and, an added positive factor, short wavelengths often mak-i the problem

semi-classical as well as quasi-classical. The Wigner representation is

especially suited to the semi-clan!+ical limit.

There are other potential areas of application 
[ill 

which will not

be discussed since those already mentioned should serve to illustrate practi-

cal reasons and requisite criteria for use of the rcprertn':ra • ion. Hoe;[:vor

it should be finally noted that the Wigner representation has had a Long

history of use in, especially, transport theory. [12) 1,W t is teeing davelnned

here is a version suited to collision phenomena cn complFx yet mieroscopi.e

systems.

A synopsis of the remainder of this article icilow .

ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY.
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1 Section II:	 Elementary definitions, examples and theorems connected

to the Wigner representation are given. 	 A Ara-Ket notation is introduced to

designate elements of the vector space of density operators.	 The mapping of

operators from their usual representation into the new one is given.y

Schroedinger's equation is then transformed into the now representation.

Section III:	 The semi-classical limit is very briefly discussed.

The propagator for finite time translations on densities (not pure states) is

obtained as a perturbation series in terms of its classical, not free, value.

Thus, just as one thinks of waves propagating freely between successive seat-

terings by a potential in the usual representation of perturbation theory,

` here a particle moves on its classical trajectory between successive quantum

,jumps.	 These ideas lead to practical formulae for computing quantum correc-

t
y ,

II
tions to semi-classical processes but this branch of the subject will not be

developed in this paper.

Section IV: The most basic concepts used in scattering are intro-

{

	

	 duced •,'.n the context of potential scattering. The time independent integral

equation for scattering is derived. The effect of the potential on the in-

coming sxationary flow of particles from the accelerator is expressed by a

source distribution function in phase space. This gives the net rate of pro-

duction of particles being produced by the potential with a certain position

q

	

	 and momentum according to the heuristic, quasi-classical interpretation of

the symbols in this formalism. Source functions are in many ways analogous

to transition matrices but here occupy an even more central role in the theory.

The relation between the solution to the integral equation and the obser3ed

scattering cross-section is established by noting that the spatial integral

I
	

1;
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of the local production rate of particles of a certain momentum is the total

production rate which in turn is the incident flux times the differential

cross-section.

Section V: The results of the previous section are extended to the

multiparticle problem where, it is expected, the most effective use of the

formalism is to be found. Formulae continue to be analogous to standard re-

sules of scattering theory in multiparticle Hilbert space.

Section VI: The multiple scattering expansion is derived. The ro-

sult is quite similar to that of Watson. Here the role of the fully off

shell transition matrix is taken by a 'jump operator'

Section VII: The general properties of the jump o perator for two

particles interacting via a phenomenological potential are fully as mysteri-

ous as those of its counterpart, the transition matrix. Much energy has

been expended but little physical intuition can illuminate the off-shell prop-

erties of the latter complex function. Two limiting forms of the jump oper-

ator are examined, the classical and the dilute. The relation between a

particle moving on a classical trajectory and the concept of sources previcusly

developed is explained. In the dilute limit, in which all particles are very

far from each other compared to all other length parameters of the problem, we

obtain the basis of the Monte Carlo method. 
[41  However, having obtained this

not as an ad hoc procedure but as a well defined quantum mechanical approxi-

mation, one sees immediately how its range of application may be properly ex-

tended to include bound final states L51 and in addition, how systematic

improvements in the approximation may be made for less dilute systems.

Section VIII: The multiple scattering formalism is developed

further and then applied to find expressions for various simple but important
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production cross-sections. In addition, the close relation between inclusive

production of a bound state and of its unbound constituents is discussed. It

is pointed out how comparison 'getween these measurements can provide informa-

tion on production mechanisms.

	

Section IX: As a final illustration of the formalism we look in 	 i
Of

some detail at the simplest problem to which it might usefully be applied;

scattering of an elementary projectile by a two body bound state in the di-

lute limit. The lowest order term in the multiple scattering expansion

gives immediately both the differential cross-section formula first derived

by Goldberger for quasi-free scattering by a bound particle (6) as well as a

corresponding expression for the total. cross-section. The second order term

gives an obvious shadow correction to Goldberger's formula (the effects of

which may be seen quite dramatically in reducing the backward peak in

proton-deuteron elastic scattering at intermediate energies),p	 g	 g	 ), [13)a shadow

correction to the total cross-section which is compared to that of Glauber171

and, the expected double scattering contribution to the differential cross-

section. All these results are straight-forward to obtain and transparent

in physical meaning. They are written in terms of observed cross-sections.

They are extendable in a straight forward fashion to more complex systems

and also to non-dilute systems.181

'	 I

i
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II. BLMILNTS OF THE WIGNIM RUIRLSGNTATION

We begin with a resume of previous resuats concerning the Wiener

representation. Aetailn of certain stindard dcrivritionu which mnv be Found
	 i

in Lila earlier literature ,!re omittc+d. Tnl ti:.' , di %!ussion will he confined 	 t
to the case of one spinless particle. The extension to more tbau one spinlesn

particle is straight-fono.srd and will be used in later sections. Throughout

the paper we ignore spin and indistinguishability of particle,.

Let & be any opi^tator oa single particle Hilbert space. Its

Wignor representative is defined to be[l]

<	 +i.y7
_	 C,

We will give some simple examplen. Let 	 and .P denote thu ordinary position

and momentum operators and let d^K J P, denote some functions of these. oper-

ators; the:

and

ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
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When	 depends on products of conjugate, operators, then their ordering will

11	

have due afiuct. Another instructive example is the density operator of a
F

normalized Gaussian wave packet state in Hilbert space. The Wigner repre-

sentative of this operator is

I^	
P E - JZ 

1!	 where x and	 are avorages and Q xoc A A = z..

4 i For any operator

^ C9 = J4 -X <x i ^^ x >

I f	 - f x 4p Cz r) -3 (9j C X)

ff	 In particular, if l% is a density operator P then the normalization con-

dition is

It can be seen that/O,i appears to be a sort of joint probability
f

t distribution function in phase space, the volume element of which is given

V-^	 by

X	 (7-r 3	 d x cd . h ^3
(since ^1 -:1 ). lie find it convenient to denote a point in phase space by

i	 a single ;3ymbol
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and correspondingly a volume. clement an

4k

It is straight fonoard to shirr in general ti.at for any two operators 61and

&
' Lq. cq, 	 c 3 cl Cq (9i 1 i te, r l r/I cQ^

	 (^ 1

In particular, the expectutlon value of any 1 9- in the .oLat.0 dv:,cribvd by

is given by

This is consistent with a probability ('"unity inLerpretation of /)W . t iat

is inconsistcnL with this intcrpr(., tation	 howt,vor, at Toast in !-ho

ordinary sense, is the fart r.lutL a'.taough /)U0 Is necessarily real, it is not

necessarily positive evegwhuru. 'thus

^^N C? d 
	 Pt.l (tQ)

car%,( -"afar to the	 of a realir '.lc. meanurement (mea.Lwring whether

that pnrtir,],e is in &tp ) for arbitrary regionr, /Sq9, of phase space.. Phis

is consistent with the quantum .tcvhanical fact that to every rftglon of phnoe

space there does noL nec.t,r;ar.iy corruspoud a physically rcalizable measure-

men t. In particular, A cg mi;!l,L violate the uncertainty principle limit.

As we shall sec, this fact does 11,t appnAur to affect LLe heuristic value in

thinking of Pw as a ,joint probability distribution funct:irz, in the quantum

scatteL^'.,% formalism to be +welopad.

Equation 1 maps llilbert space operators onto phase sp rice functin•as.

The inverse mapping may be performed with the help of the operator

7.

which has{Jigner reprerentati•rr
(4

H,	

ee
	

\1

ORIGINAL PAGE IS
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or

(9 (cQ ) )^,, ( cp ') = S Cc^, gyp')	 C^^ )

Thus S.ILf) maps into the Dirac delta density in phase space. Although it is

noc a true quantum mechanical density operator, since it does not describe a

physically realizable state of the system, it will be a convenient heuristic

device to speak of it as a density.

We now note some useful properties of R(j);

(.tz)

I R ^^) ^ = 1	 X13 )

.. 1

e9, ccQ) = 1 c9- K C tv I ,

	 C14 )

os)

The above equations imply

C9— = S d cf I & K c LF) 1900	 u 6)
In fact it is easy to see that this integral has the same Wigner representa-

tive as v. It therefore must equal &as long as distinct Hilbert space

operators map into necessarily distinct phase space functions. The latter

statement is true because the Wigner representation is accomplished via a

Fourier transformation on the matrix elements of

Another bit of notation is now introduced which serves, at ng other

things, to enhance the analogy between the usual quantum scattering formal-

ism and the representation of it to be developed here. '9rw is considered

as an element of a linear vector space 
(21 

and written in bra-ket• notation as

1 &7

Y lit

{
cdi

r
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a

& > = eq'i

< <9- 1 t C97- > rt	 L9 1 r c91 O

= CI 	 C9, J Cie) c9iW

We also write
a,

from which one gets

i

i

Fi
Quantum operators appear in this formalism in two distinct ways:

as kets, of the type Just introduced, or as operators on kets. Generally,

density operators are mapped into kets. Now let Q'and P be any Hilbert

space operators (q generally being a density operator), we write

&L 1 P/^=Ic^^7,

C9 I2. 1P"> - I a&>	 (23,

Previous authors have shown, 
[31 

in effect, that the matrix elements of these

operators are given by

< CP 1 J1- t CQ'	 _ C9W c. L4) ( 	 z <<e < <P'>

1	

(2 4

>I
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where A is the Poisson Bracket operator,

f 
n I 

a 0/0 T— ^ l ^^c $, — lt is t ^ ( `)/Z);f 3

Alternatively we note

<	 L' > _ <	 (9 R c gyp') >

= t f^. c c.Q) c9" ^ C ^ ' 1 ^ .

Similarly it is easy to see that

<`P I L5 K I L? ' > = 1 R OV)

Thus they are related by transposition*

< tf I c9L I LV ' > -M < CP ' 1 (^̀ 1 ^P 7

< cn 1 (9-K 1 cP °;P

We are now prepared to consider the form which dynamics takes in

the Wigner representation. Schroedinger`s equation is

ci/Dt/0 _ —i(H/0—fON)

as written in the usual Hilbert space. In terms of Wigner representatives

this becomes

a40t IP> =— z 1HP-^H7

= —1 ( " L - " V-) I P 7

(ZS)

(Z E. )

(a7 )

(z I?)

CZ 9)

n 1P7	 (30 )

It is easy to see from the preceeding twat the hermeticity of H implies

1..^ LN _ (^ R	 (_3 1 )
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i

d

from which are abtnined

D= D* .	 (3

In addition we note

D = - DT

The antisymmetry of the time evolution operator is sufficient to prove con-

servation of probability and time reversal invariance.

By choosing, to think of Caflp ? as a p robability, this repre-

sentation of Schroedinger's equation appears to describe the time evolution

of a 'stochastic process', (/4 0;;1 . Schroedinger's equation becomes its

differential equation. The procedure leading from this equation to the mas-

ter equation and thence to regions of statistical physics has been under

investigation for a long time. This paper is not an attempt to contribute

to such lines of research. Rather, we wish to show that the analogy to

statistical physics implied by the probability donsi.ty interpretation of

<CfJP)P may be carried through to all the basic equations of quantum scatter-

ing theory. In fact quantum scattering theory galls most naturally into tam

mold of a stochastic process describable in clars ical phase space.

L __
J
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III.	 QUANTUR CORRECTIONS TO CLASSICAL DYNAMICS

The dynamical equation can be re-expressed as ;d

f
where	 14(q) is just the classical. Hamiltonian. 	 The first term in the expan-

sion of the sine gives the classical Iiouville equation

Let us call	 Dc the operator which generates classical time evolution;

', ^	 < <Q I D^ 1 p >	 =	 — I-I C gyp) ,/^ < ^ 0 ^, >	 C3 ^)	 '.
It is clear that the solution to the classical problem is given formally by

t j	
e. °` ^	 I ^ ^	 ^,< < LV ) -t7	 (37)

where	 (QL is the function which gives the coordinates of the phase point of

classical trajectory at time t such that	 1-11C	 ^^^) =
f

the

Let	 (r) be the operator which corrects the classical propagator,

e ^^	 s	 Lt)	 e ^^t	 (a s' )	
i

i It satisfies

i

^ 4

Its perturbative solution with initial condition /,Lo) = I, is

ff(	 _vct

.+	 (4o)
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The first quantum correction to the matrix element of the time evolution

operator is thus given by

'A
e	 e

4 t

,y;

using equation (37).

The interpretation of this equation is that a particle may travel

-^' yfrom 
If 

to	 T in a time t via an infinite var oty of puths in phase space.

Each path is itself made up of some nu. ,iber of classical path segments, the

first beginning at In and the last ending at	 The particle moves class-
.	 .,

ically along the first segm4^nt, performs a quantum jump through phase space
to the second when it reaches the end of the first and, proceeds in like

' manner until the end.	 Each quantum jump, say that going from point 0̂, to
t`

(QZ	 , occurs with a probability	 <Lfzl D - 'Dc I cf. > .	 This probability
may be negative.	 In fact, due to the antisymmetry of both D 	 and	 Dc , the

time-reversed jump always occurs with a sign opposite that of the time-

direct jump.

i
It is interesting at this point to exhibit in more detail the

jump probability operator's matrix elements for potential scattering. 	 If

H= p2  /Z M + V (X	
then it is easy to see that only V can contri-

bute to	 - p,	 We have
1

_	
JL4y	d y'	 e- ;-V.y	 T

-I Ix + -LL y >< Y - z 3 I V IK`*ty'><^ =^y 'll
= b(x- z')^dy	 e'^" ma' ''y	Vcx-;y)

' (4 z)

1
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so that

v(Y,f: y)- V(x_z y))-(I-ro'( 'lax V(X) '/ax
Q43)

This shoos that a particle may experience n finite jump in momentum but not

ti

in position, which is what is expected for a particle subject to a random

force. One can show that the average of this random force is just the

classical force.

v



IV. CURRENTS, SOURCES AND CROSS-SECTIONS IN POTENTIAL SCATTERING

1

In this section we wish to develop the essential ideas of this

t'	 paper in the simplified context of potential scattering. These results will

- subsequently be extended to the general multiparticle, multichannel case.

The plan here is first to derive the integral equation for scattering--the

L •ippmann-Schwinger equation in the Wigner representation. Next to relate

the solution of this equation to the cross-section. Finally to interpret

the symbols appearing in these results in a way which brings out clearly the

analogy to statistical physics.

Let1

	

Do	 —T C ( P t ^LM^^ - (?^^LM) R J	 (44

{	 be the time evolution operator in the absence of interaction. Explicitly,

)+	 using the expansion in terms of Poisson Bracket operators, it is

<<Q I 170 = --T • a/^x <if 	 (4 S)
where

Let	 represent any density of freely moving particles,

	

I	 t J^oCt)7	 D. ^^Lt)7	 ^46

and consider a density I p"' (t)7 satisfying

(^co-r(e)> = 1^(t)>

	

ao L^- t 'J	 tw

oe	
(47)

18

.f
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then clearly

/at I /01, iLfz >	 eO^t^7	 (^8)
and	 (^^)

Thus	 is that solutior to the potential scattering problem with

boundary /condition that it approach a specific free density ^ /^ i O> as

.t -.1).— oo .
	 1

We next specialize to the case of stationary flow. If 

/

0 (0 is

chosen to be time independent then /1 4*1 1 ) must also be stationary and

the integral equation becomes

The upper limit on the integral, being arbiL•ary, is chosen for convenience

at t= b . Now since

then

Therefore the integral equation can be rewritten as

As we shall see shortly, this equation has a very simple interpretation. We

note in passing that

t e - °° t = s^L4t e - cPo - ^)t

= - (170 --1 ) -r	 (s4)



(..-,6 )

(s7 )

J
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in the limit r
	

o	 Thus we can also write

' p c+1 ';p 	 ( 7 _ ( -ua_'r) _, ( D-1)" ) 1/0rw>

To obtain an expression for the cross-section we first consider the

standard incoming beam of one particle per unit voJumr_. Thus we set

Ilia state represented by this density provides an entering flux =	 One

denotes by 16 (*5 the corresponding solution to the stationary scattering

problem. Then

is the current density of particles of momentum F. set up by the interaction
and

where 1. is a surface totally enclosing the region of interaction, is the
total outgoing flux of particles within thu interval dX about X . Let

,(- ( gJ 	 be the probability that an incident particle of momentum

E be scattered by the potential into the corresponding interval. Thus

Applying  Gauas's theorem we geL•

where the integral extends over all space and the source function S, is

defined by

S C-(2E	 x	 J^ C x ^,)

i

	

_ - C x	 ( 'Do (^ea^

X )	 (60)

r
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The equation of continuity when applied to a stationary . ^ trIbuti.on

allows that the divergence of the current, the source function as deti.,nd here,

does indeed give the local rate of production of particles within the element

dc7 = C/Z[ d ;g taIV) `3 . Our equation for the cross-section therefore

merely states that the total rate f production of particles In interval d* ,

is the Integral over all space of the local production rate. It is easy to

Free that the usual differential cross-section is given by

c"(	 , _Vr) = I *I
-z 

S(I 'VI-I^g I) d q-/d-Sz._	 (GI )
The equation for the sour: :e function in terms of the density func-

tion enn be rewritten as

S e. ( (?) _ 1 dip' <tp l D— 7o d cQ'>< ,̂ ^ I ^`" > 	 (16Z j

Now	 C tf I V Iif'> is the total probability per unit time that a particle
at If i will j ump to T , while < to I Do I cp r,;F is the contribution to that

probability due to simplr ^ free particle streaming. Thus by the above equation,

since J If r %'(f '/ Ct+i> :s the number. of particles In steady state in d(,

$c(tf) d cP is the rate at which particles are jumping into dcp due to the
potential. 'This is equal and opposite to the rate at which particles are

jumping into dip due to streaming. The net rate at which particles are jump-

ing into clip is zero since we are in steady state i.e.

f dy e <cp/ v / 7 I >:,-' 9^	 > = o .	 (63)

The Wigner representation of the Li .ppmann-Schwringer equation for

the time independent wave function of the scattering problem can be rewritten

as

< x ^ le '>

J (G4)

rte-
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This expresses the number of particles to be found in 44q  as being equal to

those which would be there in the absence of the potential plus the net num-

a

	

	 bar (possibly negative) of art'-vals of those streaming in to this interval

after Jumping in somewhere upstream because of having undergone an inter-
:

action.

	

In the usual Hilbert space representation of scattering, an aqua 	 '

tion for the transition matrix may be derived from the equation for the wave

function by operating on the latter with the potential operator. A similar

maneuver here yields a similar result;

E

+ S.6	 I ' dt <(QID-'Po ► (Q'> sr ( (?O(Y' :));

(G s-)

In summary, what we have shown is that the elementary relations of

scattering theory translate, under the Wigner representation, into elementary

relations of transport theory. The only thing whch distinguishes quantum

from classical theory in all of this lies in the details of the Jump pro-

bability function < (Q' p - 170 I Y> !

r

_	 r	
;



V. CURRENTS, SOURCES AND CROSS-SECTIONS

FOR MULTIPARTICAL SCATTERING

Our first stop will be to generalize the 'density' operator, K of),

describing a completely localized elementary particle to obtain a correspond-

ing operator for bound systems of elementary particles. Consider 'Is a sim-

plest example a bound state, D	 of particles 1 and 2. Let )'D > be the

Hilbert space ket corresponding to a momentum eigenstate of 	 Then

I Pp'> f J;P. d-;V,, <I I D> 5 ( 4? 1 I--1;?.L	 )	 16 ` )

where

4	 - ( 1 ,L •V/ - m. *Z ) / ( 'V% 1 '*- M-, )

Thus < *I 0'> is the momentum apace wave function describing the internal

structure of this system and

<01 n>	 jd_R <f)I -V ><-t ► n > -I	 (6-/ )

We find it useful to define, as before,

K o	 e
	 +'"',. q 1!<-^D '^ *A"- q I	 ^^,A

This is now a two body operator but it has much the same properties as before.

In particular

J j CfD R p ( crD ) ° PD 	 (67)

23
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1

(70 )

(7 1 1

1

a

2 4

,

when: TO = •Xo -'Vp and eD is the projection operator for V. using

as obvious extension of the expansion theorem written in terms of the element-

ary particle density operator R(GP) waich was previously discussed, we have

Rp (^o) = f d q,  if 7-

fl,) c(Qo) R, (q.) R.(yo I R, L^ql) I^L cCpl.)
(7z

Carrying through llthe algebra

Q

yields 

LQ  
	 `

L LIT .,

where KI	 Xi , fL are the linear combinations of 1. 6, 44, Z ) V

appropriate to the center of mass transformation and

is just the wigner representative of the internal structure wave function

of ID.

The set of internal phase coordinates of a bound system will be

given the generic symbol I . Thus in the simple case we have been discussing

,a

1^
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qD

etc. If the systeo p were to be instead ! a 3 body system, the set

would denote two internal phase points and so on. In all cases of

elementary particles bound into a state 1D we write

8cvt ,,' d(Qrr = j q-0 a 1s

Ro ( tvo) = J d "?0 0v (to)

31 l lQ,)	 V\N ( '1 N

a,,

Cp

N

(7s-

(7(6

Consider next the integral equation of the stationary density

describing a beam of particles Z scattered by a target A in the labor-

atory frame. Both A and 9 may in general be bound states. Assume the
whole system to be made up of N elementary particles. The incoming

channel will be denoted by the subscript AR The incoming channel

Hamiltonian is H p g . In the absence of any interaction between R and [ii

the incoming density operator satisfies the Schroedinger'equation

D/a ': 10A 11 le) _ -^ 14 0s/hss lt) -^^a l^^ 11 ne^
or

Dh I pA(5	 i = _D A e, 9^^6 cgD^
	

(7 ? )

Proceeding as before we obtain

t+

^f^ A 7	 A [s 7

C S a t e- *̂R t	 nr^„s) I P^^''
00 (79)
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for the stationary scattering state.

To obtain an expression for the cross-section we again construct a

standard density describing the unperturbed system.

m

I^„a >	 -	 16> -	 I u,,l^,n) f dxm, Ra(x^,,s>>

At this point• the objection might well be raised that since this operator

does not really represent a physically realizable quantum mechanical state j

of the system, an error may be made in its use as the unperturbed initial
1

state in a quantum scattering problem.	 A more careful and lengthy deriva-
i

tion not reproduced here, shows this not to be the case. 	 It is yet another

example of a phenomenon noted earlier; the formalism is indifferent to the a

` quantum nature of the problem. 	 This density describes a target particle 	 A

localized at the origin with zero momentum while at the same time a steady
-j -s

stream of bombarding particles 6 flows in with momentum -fp and flux
Ira = I is I =	 I _RO Ana l.

Due to the interaction, this distribution is altered to become

1 P1 6 (+^>	 =	 1 A 1>

Suppose one were interacted in the inclusive cross-section,	 /a a \3	 >	 ~

anything, where C is some, in general, bound state of the system. 	 Asymptoti-

cally far from the origin, the components of C , if it is a bound state, will

have negligable probability of being close together unless in fact they are

in their bound state.	 Thus, at large distances	 <te, I /a L'^, where

( I (V	 =	 i R < «Q, > >

is the prob	 lity density for finding C within d(f c 	 Note that this inner

product,	 ce it is in fact the Hilbert space trace of 	 R c. ( q'_) with the

7
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stationary density describing the collision, includes an integration over

unobserved final state particles and an integration over i C, , the internal

coordinates of C . The current of particles C. far from the region of

interaction is

T A w ^P^)	 t?G < -fC 	 >	 (srz
Proceeding exactly as in potential scattering yields, now for the inclusive

production rate

GG j /F4 ( 4 G 'LI'g	 f c4 7Cc (2 1Y) -3 SG /1-R <<^c.	 ^^ 3
where S

c;S 	 ^} p (^QG)	 21 7 "K c	 J a 13 L tv, )

uG ''34Xt <q1, I Aat}'>M 	 M

Note next that, if He is the Hilbert space Hamiltonian acting oia the sub-

space of praticles in C such that

where IT-& ) is the Hilbert space eigenket of momentum fc, then it is

straightforward to prove that	

/n
Z f^C 1Z  (q4) - ^L C ) 141	 ^G	 /I^XC KC <I-PI.

This implies

D^ 1 t4, 7 = V1	 a/a74 I LQL 7	 (86 )

> 1 1tGr rc t i c'	 ( 8 7)M

i

'p
c
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v
	 w

1

Further note that

`Q,- k 'D	 cD	 C Vv

where 'PL is the generator for all particles not included in the cluster C .

This is true because the symbol C Ycl as used here contains an implicit

integration over all the phase coo-di.nates of theue unobserved particles;

this fact, in conjunction with equation 12, yields the result.

Combining equations 87, 88 and 83 yields

SC, 
A0 (Lfe,) ° < `lc I — 0, 1 IlVJ"`'>

Lpc. I D— D 4 — -D z 1 la (5144 >

or

whe7le S	 is the sum of all interactions between members of C and members

et C --the set of all unobserved particles in the final state.

It might be noted that this equation is very similar to its analog

in the ordinary representation of scattering theory except that it is simpler

having eliminated all reference to unobserved final state channels by means

of the closure idea.

Cross-sections for two or more particles in the final state may be

derived in a similar manner. For example, consider the cross-section for

A+ 3	 -0 + anything. The pertinent two particle phase space
,

probability density is < Cec Lf V 	Consider surfaces	 C. and

os^4 , exterior to and enclosing the region of interaction. The probability

that C be found in al'%.. A fc about "X^ , Vc and, at the same time,

that D be found anywhere in the volume Up surrounded by sS p with momentum

in 44 4! 4) about V. is

r
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d ^' D dx^ (xrr)_s J 
dxo	 1 A 6/+,> 	 c'y o 1

V 

The total number of such rairs of particles being produced per unit time is

GLD^AB ^.Ft -9O / -fO)12a1 L4•9 c. L

	

C ^F	 S G l

%/p —lan VD

This can be converted by use of Gauss's theorem to

CC- 

Pj// 

.4 6	 C-	 ^^	

p
.iU^rt	 1C c ^^9i• j -g •mac 	 ^jd Xc

N4,—> 00	 v„-^	 SVC

^o

The order in which the limits are to be taken when the integrand is written

in this form is important. In fact, were the order to be reversed, the

integral would vanish since for fixed xp , L Lf, 
(
Ve) 1 A F, (`'> must

	rapidly vanish as	 a m , and vice versa, due to the necessarily cor-

related nature of the particles' emission. We can Lake advantage of this

fact and add to the above integrand the perfect differential

w-P	 a/a xo	 P< <P^ I	 3`''

without changing the value of thej integral. This allows us to write

c i	 D / * B) Ir.	 j of -x c (2Y "s x0 (^Tl 
-3

-Ire	 Xc -r- -1-ro . a1a X p	 D 1 A a > .

(93)
,i
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We have deleted the symbols

VL 00	 V D "^ QO

because in this form the order is clearly

`

 immaterial, Further, using

1Tc	 c7^ x c a- ?^p	 ]( O J < '-f a Leo
a,

< <^< <Qo 1 —3^ —70 1,	 Cq a )

k	
` ip

4`1D` ^GO
(el r

where G0 is the set of particles neither in C nor P , one obtains, in

+	 complete analogy to the one particle inclusive case,

1	
= J xs (2Tr) 	 c^Xo Laar) -s St ogy Pra ( Cf ` `Q°)	 (`^ 6

i
where	

,n	 `
S C 0;PrG	 ` t10^ _ < <QC `TO^ B CD ► A ^j(^/!	 c47J

=C D is the sum of all interaction between members of the set C D and the

unobserved set CO as well as interactions between members of C and members

of 1) .

Thus we have obtained the general integral equation for

and shown how to write down the expression for any desired cross —section.

The formulae are simple generalizations of those obtained in potential scat-

tering and analogous to those of ordinary scattering theory.

I

J



VI. MULTIPLE SCATTERING EQUATIONS

i

The analog of the Lippman Schwinger equation for the multiparticle

problem, given in equation 80, may be rewritten as

where	

( oL7Ad	 J J  a -riot
_ ov

and

=A3 -P 0.40

are the Green's function and interaction operators respectively. 	 As in the

case pf the Hilbert space representation of the problem, there is an alter+

native form for this equation:

I l+ 13 c4) > = I A 13 >	 +	 1 A 13'>	 (r o o )

where

G7	 = -	 C -D- f)-1
The full Green's function C7 may be expanded in the usual manner. We write

the interaction as a sum over pairwise parts

d

31
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where d runs over all pairs of particles in the system P + Q . Now define

a 'jump' operator by
ti

Ta = r1 c } .Lot C) o J ̂ t	 (1 n'F

where

	

'	 C-1o =	 ( 170 —^J)"1
	 (IOS^

Thus the two body jump operators take the place of the two body transition

operators in the usual development. 'there is one interesting difference

between the two representations however; neither the Green's function or

consequently the jump operators used here have the energy of the A -' 13

system as a parameter as is the case with the transition matrices in the

Watson expansion. Thus there is no possibility of an 'off —shell' or 'half
off—shell' type jump operator and, in fact, the same jump operator is valid

for any energy and any system in which the corresponding two particles appear.

r
L:	 This fact does not effect the algebraic structure of the equations which is

the same here as in the usual analysis so that we get finally

	

G = G 0 + C, C, T C,o	 ceo6 )

	

T _ r + T ^,p T	 c107)

-i^Cdl	 l	
(10? )

0.

f #mot

2d - Coo 	 Go 7Y C

v .. C1 	 + Go L T	 T<a ^.

	

i	 =	 Can T^°` ^ 	 (l11 )

4'	 I

i
i

a
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The last result inserted into equation (101) yields

f^13" ) 7 = ( A13	 + ;57 ^ C-)o 
a-^d) AF57	 o1z)

CA

where the prime on the summation indicates that d is restricted to all pairs

not interacting in the A a channel. The perturbation expansion o9 equation

(110) inserted into equation (112) is the multiple scattering equation:

C7 a J I f A Q

f ^ 
P 

C7o Tp Coo .1 .d 1 A 13>

+...	 (143)

-'s

1'

^I

i,

y

=1

+^

1D ^
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t VII.	 PROPERTIES OF THE JUMP OPERATOR

Before extending further the multiple scattering theory begun in the

previous section, it will be useful to examine the properties of the elementary

operators appearing in the expansion given in equation 113.

Consider first potential scattering and the matrix element

< [Q t 1	 yp >	 a	 < cp' /	 c7a -' c7 	w >
00

f d t•	 34	 / e.	 >	 C X04)
a

According to the probability interpretation of the symbols developed in this

paper, 4:-cfll e v t /	 1 is the probability density of a particle to be at

If I at a time t after it was localized at If.	 The integrand in 114 is thus

I

the divergence of the current set up at t at	 ^.	 Applying the equation of

continuity we get

< cp'lo'l^> - f	 dt	 st^p;t) -/^^<p;t)^
O

= f al t s t ^P; t^	 a-	 ttp "/ tp>

where	 5111, fH describes the sources due to the interaction and /of cp'  -&

the particle probability density at any time 	 Since	 is a time

rate of production, its time integral equals the net production.	 We can now

describe the situation as follows: 	 An external source pumps a net of 1

particle into the system at If . 	 The system over a period of time reacts and

redistributes this source distribution from 	 < y'/ V> to	 < ^^1 fi-!S/,^

34

J
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Since G_ is in the nature of a probability one must have

J JEF , 4Y , Ia- 1CP5 = I	 (I/> >

This is in fact satisfied by the theory already since, using equation 106,

-S G7o	 (116 )
and

Jdot<te,	 c0
identically.

The relation between the operator G - and the function Set 4f) already

introduced in the discussion of time independent potential scattering (equation

60) is,

where	 , _ ( baI A. 1
be is the impact parameter two-vector perpendicular to the entering momentum
M

fe , and ^E } — °° , along the beam line, where the accelerator is situated.

The equation says that the accelerator is a source distributed randomly over

the plane 2. = — oo with an average density of one per unit area. The sys-

tem reacts to this 'external probe, by redistributing this density. Thus a

particle introduced at 7c= will reappear at q with probability density

4Lf I or 0 `?V7 . The cross-section is

c- ( go Xe) = S d-X lzrrl 	 ^bG i cp l^I^Qt7	 41t ^)
In principle 0- could be computed using

if the spectral decomposition of E-1 is known. This seems to be a difficult

task. It will be seen that one can often avoid such an explicit computation.

c
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1

{ r

The classical limit is of practical interest and can be discussed

in some generality. We have, as discussed in Section III,

D	 e-
(DO

Jo d t <<p'/ _ ^p a ^` ` ^ rP ^
( la  1

To see what this says imagine a numerical, integration of the classical equa-

tL % of motion. Time is segmented; the first Interval in O S t < L'/

the next is to t t < -'a L etc. During the 2 ^ interval the trajectory

is approximated by a straight line :

"1Ly ^^) = 'lei Lo)	 t 'V'i • ^ ^--'^i^/

;41 "a)

while the momentum P; is constant. The momentum changes discontinuously,

as if by an impulsive forre, at the instants t^, &2	 Thus
t^

awl	 bb_,

Ic1

(^z3 )
having used,

J't e 17o dJ

..

i
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Thus the reaction of the system in the classical limit to an imposed

unit source at I is a line distribution, along the classical trajectory, of

sources and sinks. At each spatial point subsequent to X there is a unit

sink for the old momentum going into the point and a unit source for the new

momentum leaving the point.

I

Another limit of considerable practical and conceptual interest which

can be discussed in some generality may be termed 'dilute'. This will be 	 r

applied to a multiple scattering problem when the distance between successive

collisions is large compared to other characteristic lengths of the problem--

wavelengths and ranges of potentials of particles. In particular this limit

implies no necessary ordering between wavelengths and ranges whereas the

classical limit requires wavelengths to be smaller than all other characteristic

lengths.

Consider, for simplicity, scattering by a system of fixed scatterers

centered at points %.L. The multiple scattering series is still given by

equation 113; the subscripts now range over fixed scatterers' indices. In

any one of the terms of the series in which the d 4 jump operator T.'(
appears it operates on some particle density function; call it 1^ >,.  In

the dilute limit, 1O ^7 is set up by sources centered far away from Xt .

This leads to the conjecture that any such density must be slowly varying over

the scale of distance set by the size of the a4 d scatterer, the range of

its potential. We could then, expand I > about i-( and, in the most favor-

able case, keep only the lowest order term; thus

T. I r> = f a 	 Td I Y > -- (p I P>

l
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However, Quantum Mechanics implies the existence, in principle, of

substantial oscillations in J(7 associatod with interference. These would

vary on the scale of a waveltngL4 and contradict tho r•on] eor ar". Thin gnontioa

in re q alved in the further quantum iaWmica7 rc q u i rravnt Wu. nourmn LP di --

tributed over a curtain minimum re-Ion in ph,aiia ;,,,;a4^, . nncillarionn duf to

distributed sources wash ont inurpo ingly with disc uaro — In the di l ute Wit

they diappear.

k

^• Whon the condition of d T lutoneHq i , silt stronp canrngh to all;iy all

worr ips associated with the y approrimat.on of agnatl,m 124, other factors may

a,nUt. Randomncns Is often invo%ed to ancowplich phn5w avoraying. ' role-

tively density packed medium inch an a liquid or a nucleus dill ponsen q only

short range order. The approximation in equation 124 WrAt he good provided

only that 1 115 contains no contribution in which a nc.-ar a "I ghbor of Of mi s

the last ocatterer. Terms in the multiple n pattoring narlv; whack deneriba

faw e g &Ive :scatterings by nr`ar nolghborn might by t:re.at-tO soparat ply, lending

to an expansion in powers of correlntion functi , ,nn of the i,t di.um.

Another escape hatch npenN If the wam -lengsth of tho partle1qjn(

hemp scattered is short compared to a long; range compon ent of the potentials

doing the scattering. It Is straight forward to show that the multipl y s"n&

curing acrinn can be re-written no that the elannical. propragntor (Bc replravv'i

"BYO . Concurrently the ,jump operator Is replaced by one uhWh ro grosents Ho

stochastic quantum jump correction to A classical motion as discussed in

Section III. This correction iu due mainly to the shortrange component of the

potential. Such cores ray be spaced widely enough apart for the dilutenoss

condition to apply.

qF IG^AL PAGP,,GI; Ig

QUAL17 y

i
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a4 If 7 is the source distribution created by the 0(	 seat-

terer when IF ':), impinges. This must always be integrated over another

density, say I ( 1 1 to calculate an observable probability, C d	7.
But the arguments applied to Jd 1/17 , apply to <1 J.{ , using time

reversal invariance. Thus one can write 	 /

(' L4	 <^,' 1 x.( X > < Lf T^	 a s

Combining equations 124 and ".15,

G^^ < ' I	 Y7> 	 126)

In contrast with the general. expression for U — given in equation
3,20, this approximation for the closely related jump operator is easy to

evaluate and interpert. Note that

ie the density for a unit concerning plane wave state. It can therefore be

written as

(:2 1 3	 > <-r 1^ "	 (1 2 )

where 117> is a Hilbert space ket. Next note that
Tat = 

Ch o--1 
C7 T ..c	

(I Z s )

which, in combination with our integral equation for scattering, equation 101

yields

TA S A 4 x 7

(7-r) 3 Goo t [ I (I-Pt+>><,vc+)I )> _ ( (I,P	 I )7]

((z.9 )
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Hence,

S ^x^ ^x G X;-^^ ^a I x, ^

Cavo3 J d -X' X^	 1 C7a C I \ 1 t) ^^ fii. )I) 7

- O C1 jP 7< fi ^)7

- <-V1 R(-x',-V')1 -9

 equations 5, 7, 18, and 19. Inserting an expansion for	 Rt 1C ^')
such as given in equation 9 and writing

Z

k	 rcc ) 

ii

+•' i 0 - E (.V 1+-ZL `) ^_^	 lac	 '^a i 'O	 ^)	 (E31 )

< nl•H1' 1^1-	 - s

^13Z^
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for the usual expression relating outgoing wave solutions to Greens function

and transition matrices, one gets

-,(`

The terms linear in 	 are the complex conjugates of each other. The first

of these integrates over col ' to become	

7

f T [ 4-^2 ^ ^ ^	 (/3 it

with	 = 2 ( 1	 )	 The integral over Af / will give a d -function

distribution in	 so that we can write inside the integral

Integration over ^/ X / now gives

- Z SCE /— -f) t2rr ) C d [ ^g/ '^)	 (/34)
The sum of the linear terms in T is

re.

^t (zTi) 6 S(-R'-;r, ) 9)-1 d (^Vi f)
	

(1 3 7)
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The quadratic term may be easily evaluated by noting again that the TC

integration restricts the integrand to the neighborhood 9 %f 0	 Thus we get
i

(ATr )
6 

I .,C ;	 ) IZ	 ; µ

• (EC	 E( "+z^')) -^ (t=cam)-i0-^(=^.))-i

= [zTO 4 (a ,r) 9- (c-cp -&(;P , )) IT94	 V ) I '	 (13R)

Bence we obtain in the dilute limit,^-	

G^ Jd / (P7

be_V '- f) 2	 Td (Vi ;g) +	 0 xrr IT. q;v12#

(13R)
Using the optical theorem and the relation between the transition matrix and

the differential cross-section

TOTAL.	 ^j^d	 (_ -r ) = - 2 ( Z. Tr ) 3 T ('	 'F-	 l J413)

'U- ►hoc ('^ ^ ^) = t!2"1'r ) `^ SC^[^?'1 -E-c^)) 1TC^' i ^') I mo' (141)

where C (^)^ is related to the differential cross-section by equation

61, this result can be rewritten as

LV , / Je /T

M /^

4- Sr- c t (* ; •P, ) j
	 (14 Z. )
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This equation says something which could have been written down

right away using elementary considerations. In particular, a density y '>

impinging upon the O '01 fixed scatterer gives rise to a source distribu-

tion function

r

The first bracket is the incoming flux per unit area of particles between

t and	 at ')C„ . This is multiplied by two factors in the second

bracket; the first gives the number produced per.unit df 'at T '--a posi-

tive source term; the second gives the number lost to the incoming beam--a

negative sink term.

This result can be immediately generalized to include non-fixed

scatterers. Let d now refer to a pair of particles, e.g. particles 1 and 2.

Then we have

1r,	 X,L	 /^/L,	 {^,l' Y'y., O t/1	 [^ ^f"I a )
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where /^, L , fat refer to phase coordinates of the center of mass uhile 7r,^,

apply in the center of mass. This result may be obtained from the for-

malism but can be written down directly on physical grounds.
J

a.
The advantage gained in having derived this approximation via this

formalism s thrt it is now part o f quantum mL,:hanical scattering theory. The
i

possibility of systematic refinements to any approximation is thereby created.

y	 We have already discussed quantum corrections to the classical limit in Sec-t,,,,...

tion III. The possibility of combining the classical approximation (for mo-

tion through the long range part of a potential) with the dilute approximation

(for transitions induced by short range potential cores) has been mentioned.

In addition, finite size corrections to the dilute approximation, arising

when the range of the potential is not negligibly small compared to the dis-

tance between scatterers, have been calculated) 8) The relation between the
i

dilute approximation and Monte Carlo calculations has been discussed else-	 j

where.151
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VIII. MULTIPLE SCATTERING EXPANSIONS OF

INCLUSIVE CROSS-SECTIONS

The previous section developed certain limiting cases which are

useful for future applications and serve to illustrate and clarify the mean-

ing of the basic jump operators that appear in the multiple scattering expan-

sion. We now return to more general developments of the theory. Formulae

for the simplest inclusive production processes are rewritten in a multiple

scattering form which facilitates their interpertations and computation in

many cases of interest.
(j3) Coe

It is useful to define a symbol, 	 for the sum of all

scatterings beginning with the d and ending with the	 pair. Simple

expansion in powers of the Jump operators will verify that it satisfies,

'g4 is +	 JAS C	 &(34) Cln

= Ta Od6 + 
.5 

T-1 L6) ^ 1 _ ^^^) Cn 
T-C

1	 (14,)-)

Furthermore, using equation 106, 107 and some strictly algebraic manipula-

tions, one can show that 	

T a+
( [S -1 J l e! 

')r 1 d S d a t T31 C-7p r11 

Particle g impinges on a

r

composite target /A.. Consider first the

inclusive source distribution function for 13 observed in the final state.

Application of equation 89 shows,

45
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s6JAG Ctfa ) '	 LQ0 ^ l ey ( A6("'7

< L?' 110 ( 1 + (-I I A0 ABA

Since = is = %V , the sum or all interactions between Q and constituents

of A , one immediately obtains

Sal p a< 46 )= A a , C ^4 ^ ( f3a') T C6a 1 I A 6 7

where a and CL I run over all constituents of	 If, for example, A were a

two body bound state composed of particles labelled 1 and 2, the multiple

scattering expansion of equation 148 yields

	

S a;rto CLed l = <cgo I Tu t +-	 13-2-

	

Paz C10 se t '	 as L-1 0 x 6.42,

(147)

(1.1r)

+ -	 I A 67
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These expressions will be evaluated in the dilute limit in the next section.

Expressions for the inclusive production of a single particle other

than the incident one (knockout), follow in a similar manner. These source

functions are, of course, to be integrated over space to give the total pro-

duction rate or, equivalently, the cross-section.

Several examples of practical interest involve two or more particles

observed in the final state. They may be in bound: or unbound condition. Our

intuition would like to relate, for example, a two particle inclusive produc-

tion rate to that of a bound state of the same two particles. The present

formalism brings this out in an especially graphic manner.

J
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The inclusive source function for the bound state production of

made up of constituents 1 and 2 originally in A is given by equation 89:

S D)Ae, (CRO') ` < t{'n ( =D I/A f3	 Os o

that for 1 and 2 unbound is given by equation 97:

S ' I 
:C1,

1 T I A e-,^ 	 (I	 )
Now

-^- q = T ea '	 to
a ;E• i, t

t XM a +	 =Z	 Cisz
a X1,7,

while

Thus we see that the basic source functions required to calculate bound and

unbound production differ only in the term

< 41 / q 1i 1 T,1. 1 P1 a `+ '>
This term represents final state interaction between the observed constituents.

It is the sum of all contributions to the multiple scattering series in which

the very last interaction is between the constituents of the observed final

state. This final state interaction must be deleted in the computation of

bound state production--included in the unbound.

Except for kinematics which especially emphasize the role of the

final state interaction (e.g. at low energies and low relative momenta

^V I — -f,, of the observed pair), this term is unimportant. It is useful to

define a source function which neglects this term,

S ^z as ^^^ f q ) = < <q,'q,*( iC I Iq 13	 (^s4)1

J

l

I

`j

1	 _
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Then

V-0 ; A 0O^'1J"ey = s d x a (2 re Xr'c^

ti
ID S X 'j g ') 5

(ISS"^
13	 J L3 ill Lz.4'f ) -3	 xx. (2^) -3

S 17-; AD ( (fit ' 40	
(I S'6 J

where Gj2j a 6 is the cross-section less final state interaction contri-

bution. In the above formulae we have used:

x„',

T6	
4-

_T'- (Mz -R; -JA I R,.') /( M,4- 04, )	 (157 )

V
These equations say that the source function S, giving the spat-

ial probability distribution of the origin of the particles produced in the

interaction already contains all the information necessary to compute the

bound state production rate. One ;just convolutes S with the Wigner density

ldp describing the bound state. Thus, for example, a Monte-Carlo calculation

approximating the multiple scattering series and hence providing an estimate

of S , can, without further effort, provide an approximation to the bound

state production rate.

If one further approximation, often valid in practice, is made,

these relations become even more striking. The dependence of S on ,P is

1''q
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assumed to be much less rapid than that of WD which is peaked at f ; o .

In this case one has
1

^;V0) 11's	 S dX u (xsr)-> 
S 

co x' ' ^,p (A')

OF

Aa

^^	 Cs)ga ^^^^,^-'L^)'U's =" J dx^ ^2c1)-^ dxL^ (zrr)-3

The integrands differ only in the substitution of the spatial probability

^ 1^	 L	
1	 (	 n '

in one for a factor of ow 3 in the other. Thus the ratio

Cam)Af3 ( O) /	 z A,$
is related to the volume from which the particles 1 and 2 emanate and hence

the mechanism of their production.

}

s

(IS8)	 r

(1 S"Y

(1 6 ^
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IX. MULTIPLE SCATTERING BY A TWO BODY

BOUND STATE TN THE DILUTE LIMIT

The multiple scattering expression for inclusive scattering of [^

by a two body bound state A is now evaluated in the dilute limit. The

methods and results of this formalism may be connected with others in the

context of this well known example.

The contribution first order in Te, ► to this process is given

by , (see equaiton 149),

Saxs oly)- 3 <<Qo" I TO , I	 13>

SdX6 (Ztf) 	 ^^^^ 1̂ tQ^^ cr ^ C^ 6 'CJAc^)

<q ' (fz q0 I Jai I (fj Lpv.tf¢'> .	 (I 6c )

Since we are in the laboratory system .Re4 TL = o . As before

x  f-

are the relative coordinates and momenta of 1 and 2.

The dilute expression for WO, can be written in the present

notation, using equation 144, as

'< ^, I Lf t' if &/ 11 g, 1 Lye LQz If 0

4

50
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are the phase coordinates of the 0 1 canter of mass;

•	 '1Pi1 ` ,Zell	 -Rot
refer to relative coordinates, specifically

X01	 x o - x,
A	 and

(fy^f,)0 which really only depends on 	 , , is the total cross

section for	 on 1; C6 , (Vd /-f, ^i 'F13) p,) , which really on depends on

1p ^ and ^)D^ , is the differential cross-section for scattering into 	 931.

Its relation to the usual center of mass differential cross-section is given
t

,.	 by equation 61. Combining these equations and integrating over spatial

b
functions( yields

J dl ,^J, L _V c^ X eAff) -3 2JA ( 'X	 )	 C ^^^ - i^,3,

J d	 ^ ^( )^^ tv,^-^; ear (Ta);','i
(Ic3)

II
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where now

A?

the first term gives the contribution to the L•otal crops-section due

to collisions of Q with 1 only. if we add to this the corresponding contri-

bution from 2, the first order estimate of the total cro6s

q

-

7

section is

aztiro

The second term in equation 163 is the we]l known single scattering term

originally obtainedtt,,by Goldberger.,[61

to which one should add the corresponding term for scattering of B on 2.

The contributions second order in the jump operators provide shadow

corrections to the first order results as well as double scattering. The

contribution from the J 3 Z Ch o To a term in equation 149 is

J d xb l tir) -^ d Er" 04 'r. , Cl y d xv +^^ < <p J
-L

C

< qI r L?L / LQa ! 5-15-L (70 TO I '-P • TL q 0 "^' -
(164 )

r
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Expanding over intermediate states and using
CPO	

a

where	 (1 6 7 )

(fo ^/ E) v x •r

we get

< C?I tP.,t Lee 1 7132-	 Ta e I (f I cPz. (Qs

(0
= Jo dt )dc^;' 

j t
p
, 11 die" <`P^`^elf(f0 ( T at ^Qot^E'^; t) 	 >

,<Cel„ LPL„ CPj3 R	 >
m

d t S d aP3 < <PL ^Qu 1 Too. I (Po `P^, E1, cfa Mpg, E1

<`Pm^^e!'^^ 1 ^^ 1 1'  t ^P- (Pa >

(I 6 8

Inserting this result into equation 166 and integrating over the spat:,al

functions, we get

m

0

µ wa	 w	 ws r

C —c
$2( 3/ ^?: y ^C_gg	 Vf3t) +- Ca. ( ci, z/e fa / ')J

15-13 -	 TO" f- ft - ^Ve, -V,

L — Vi I GR X,1 5 t ;vol — $'a	 ao ( -G / -'a fa y fe

( ► 6?)
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The spatial S function requires that at some time t after collision of 13

p
with 1, the position of 0 , Is + 1-r3 t , coincide with the position of 2,

'.4	 JCa + 1f1 f:	 The only new notation used in equation 169 is0.1_for

the relative momentum of 	 p and 	 , -f(f2 for that of T[ and,	 J
Quo for that of

6
^^ and	 s / and, >Vo i for that of fo and Di

Y	 The term quadratic in Cr represents a shadow correction to the

total cross-section; the terms linear in 0- 
'T 

represent shadow corrections

to single scattering; the term quadratic in the differential cross-sections

represent double scattering. We consider each in turn.

The shadow correction to the total cross-section given by this

expression is

t j r' '_ 1' / 'JA i— (aft +U`)b)	)
w.

a

^B f =FD^ -)	 Iv v^r ! CBE i•8^ ^^	 (I^o)

which must be added to a similar term coming from collisions in the reverse

order to get the total shadow correction to second order. This expression

simplifies somewhat in the high energy limit where it can be compared to the

corresponding correction due to Glauber. Using

-in dt = ^^

6

c

'w

i
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for the bound state spatial density, we get,

— S j^(0
7''^A(.°,o,7-)Ii —f'

T a% C	 O^a7)
T	 7

CBa.(Vis,0)	 ( 1	 1^

Taking into account that the contribution to the shadow correction

coming from the reverse order of collision, one finds that the total shadow

correction in the dilutes limit is tvIce that obtained by Glauber 
[71 

in his

k

simple approximation to black sphere scattering. The reason for the differ-

ence in these results may be traced to the fact that they each hold true in

different, non-overlapping, regimes. Our result is accurate in the dilute

limit in which the Glauber approximation is invalid. It should be re-

emphasized at this point that the basic formalism--the Wigner representation

of scattering--is not limited to the dilute limit but is susceptible to

other approximations which may lead to	 simple formulas valid in other

regimes.

The shadow correction to single scattering is composed of two parts.

The particle casting the shadow may lit either between the accelerator or

between the detector and the single scatterer. In either case one gets a

reduction in the single scattering--a 'unitarity correction' since it is

merely a manifestation of probability conservation. The shadow correction

to single scattering by 1, to be added to the uncorrected term given in

equation 164 is obtained by straightforward application of the equations

dust discussed yielding again in the dilute limit,

J d¢ ^d L217)-^

0

- I µ 1r_l

+ (v-B ' :.?f l 1,0,q C(^s^-?rJ t•) ^r ) or.J51 t ie ^'^ 'v
/ V fib/ T

a
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where 
f'I 

is again given as in equation 164. A similar term reduces single

scattering on the other particle. The physical origin of these terms is

transparent.

We might note that the effect of such corrections is quite striking

in reducing the backward peak obse °ved in proton-deutron elastic scattering
( r 50% correction) . E133 it may be that a simple formula such as derived here

(perhaps somewhat refined to take into account the not completely dilute na-

ture of nuclear matter) will be quite accurate in calculating such shadow

corrections for many nuclear targets, j .ncluding the deuteron. This would be
especially helpful at those intermediate energies at which tb: Glauber approx-

imation begins to break down. We also note that, as before, this formula

simplifies considerable when Ar is much greater than 71-, the Fermi velocity.

Finally, the double scattering term obtained from equation 169 is

m

orb" rcaz To T- i	 ^; -^ g 9'P

where now momentum conservation gives

7
1? 3 +- ? - food

"To this must be added the corresponding term from the reversed order of col-

lision to get the total double scattering.
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We have here a 5-dimensional integral since there are two energy

conserving a-functions implied in the elastic cross-sections. When Ira

is large compared to Tr , we can again effect a considerable simplification

by integrating analytically over dX . One is then left with a 2-dimensional

integral. In either case this integral is especially suited to MouLe-Carlo
i

integration techniques. 	
4
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure 1: This illustrates the first order correction to the classical pro-

pogator given in Equation 41. A particle is known to be at Lf

initially and one asks for the probability of it being at (fiat

a time f, later. In addition to the classical value of this pro-

bability there is a contribution corresponding to the particle

traveling a time LF - t I along its initial classical trajectory

and then performing a quantum jump to a new classical trajectory

which brings it to Y in the required time * . The trajectories

are pictured in position space emphasizing the fact that, for a

local potential, there is a jump in momentum only as with a classi-

cal stochastic impulse. The probability that the particle makes

the jump is given by Equation 41.

Figure 2: This illustrates the classical limit of scattering in terms of

source functions as given in Equation 123 and discussion subsequ-

ent to it, A circled portion of the spatial trajectory Lfc is

enlarged. The continuous force is approximated by a sequence of

inpulses. A particle starts at	 with momentum ;96. Thus at

xi there is a unit source of such particles. At X L it receives

an impulse, changing its momentum from ft to L . Thus at xz

there is a unit sink for *, and source for t , and so on. In

this picture, classical motion is a consequence of the potential's

creation of a line of sources and sinks in response to the extern-

ally imposed source at 
*Ki ) * .

60
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Figure 3: This illustrates two phenomena generated by the second order term

of the multiple scattering expansion for scattering of projectile

13 by a two particle bound state A (See Equation 149). When

hits constituent I it happens, in this instance, to have momentum

and be displaced from constituent Z by 7C, The solid line shows

the trajectory of Q . Between collisions 13 , having gotten inter-

mediate momentum 	 , displaces itself along Z q t while
constituent Z , since A was initally at rest in the laboratory

frame, has momentum -.p and Las moved -Irt:. The collision be-

tween 13 and I at a time t: after the first collision has two

consequences: First it reduces the number of (single scattering)

u
events into go , i.e. particle Z shadow events shining from

particle I	 This phenomenon is described by the first bracketed

term in Equation 172. Second, it increases the number of (double

i
scattering) events into R O	 This is described by Equation 173.
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